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Background 
Over the past three decades, there has been considerable study of the relationship between 
household choices on the quantity and quality of children (Becker and Lewis 1973), including a variety of 
papers on household size and child educational attainment (Blake 1989; Eloundou-Enyegue and 
Williams, 2006; Knodel and Wongsith 1991; Li, Zhang and Zhu, 2008; Shapiro and Tambashe 
2001).  
 
Yet, there has been little research so far on the correlation between household size and household 
educational investment in their children in the form of expenditures for private tutoring (and more 
broadly private schooling). To our knowledge, the exceptions are the papers on Korea by Lee (2008) 
and Kang (2008). 
 
Private tutoring merits attention for several reasons.  First, expenditures on private tutoring may be 
an especially good measure of a household’s decision to invest voluntarily in their children’s human 
capital – compared with enrollment, for example, which may also reflect exogenous factors such as 
compulsory schooling laws.  Second, private tutoring is now widespread in many countries, 
especially but not solely in East Asia; and there is increasing evidence that it does in fact improve 
students’ academic performance (Bray and Kwok 2003; Dang and Rogers 2008).  Third, there has 
been considerable debate about tutoring among policymakers in some countries (Bray, 2003).  One 
crucial question is whether widespread availability and use of private tutoring exacerbates social and 
income inequality.  Here, the link with demography is important:  if use of tutoring is correlated with 
both smaller family size and higher family income, this heightens the risk that it could exacerbate 
inequality. 
 
However, the literature on private tutoring contains some hints about the quantity-quality tradeoff in 
tutoring expenditures.  Dang and Rogers (2008) review the literature on correlates of tutoring at the 
household level.  In addition to finding that richer, more educated, and urban households are more 
likely to enroll their children in tutoring, they cite a number of studies indicating that smaller families 
are more likely to invest in tutoring.  Nevertheless, while this evidence is consistent with a quantity-
quality tradeoff, the tutoring literature has not focused on identifying the direction of causality. In 
fact, the endogeneity of family size also makes it difficult to correctly interpret any correlation 
between family size and other family welfare outcomes such as female labor supply or girl marital 
status.  
 
Researchers have used different strategies such as instrumental variables and randomized 
experiments methods to address the endogeneity of family size. These instruments include 
unplanned (multiple) births (Rosenzweig and Wolpin, 1980), the gender mix of children combined 
with parental sex preference (Angrist and Evan, 1998; Chun and Oh, 2002), a combination of these 
two instruments (Angrist, Lavy and Schlosser, 2006; Iacovou, 2001), family planning infrastructure 
in the community (Joshi and Schultz, 2007; Rosenzweig and Schultz, 1985), and cultural belief in 



auspicious years for giving birth (Vere, 2008). However, the evidence on family welfare outcomes, 
and in particular, the quantity-quality tradeoff is still mixed.1   
 
Research questions and data 
This paper investigates the quality-quantity tradeoff theory of childbearing and its implications for 
the education of children.  Specifically, it asks:  Do lower fertility levels make it possible for 
households to invest more in their children’s human capital, particularly in private tutoring (and 
private education more generally)?  If so, how is this likely to affect educational outcomes?  
 
We also contribute to the literature by collecting data on and using a large set of variables that could 
be used as instruments for family size, which are usually used scatteringly in the literature. These 
potential instruments can help control for economic and cultural factors that arguably affect a 
family’s investment in their children’s education only through the family size. These include  

i) whether parent was covered by government restriction on number of children  
ii) availability of birth control methods in the community  
iii) number of siblings/ birth order of parent  
iv) parental preference for ideal family size  
v) parental gender preferences for children 
vi) whether parents believe in Vietnamese lunar horoscope, which specifies certain years as 

being lucky or unlucky for giving birth 
vii)  lagged fertility rates in the community  
 

To collect data on these variables, we have designed a new nationally representative household 
survey in Vietnam, working together with several other researchers who have a related project on 
tutoring.2 We also gather data on student and parent scores on achievement tests, student 
grades/rankings in school (this year and last), and household use of and expenditures on private 
tutoring, the extent of and reasons for private tutoring, as well as teacher tutoring activity and 
motivation.  The sample consisted of 1,298 households, and was a subsample of the Vietnam 
Household Living Standards Survey 2006, which offer a rich set of additional demographic and 
socio-economic information.  

                                                 
1 For example, Angrist, Lavy and Schlosser (2006) find no tradeoff in Israel; Black, Devereux, and Salvanes (2005) 
found that controlling for birth order reduces the impacts of family size to almost zero; Qian (2006) finds a non-
monotonic relationship between number of children and educational attainment in China; and Lee (2008) finds a weak 
tradeoff in Korea that gets stronger with more children. See Schultz (2007) for a recent review. 
2 Vietnam is an ideal place to study these quantity-quality tradeoffs for three reasons. One is that Vietnam has seen a 
very rapid decline in fertility and rapid advances in education:  the total fertility rate decreased steadily from 6 births per 
woman in the 1970s to 4 births per woman in the late 1980s and to around 2 births per woman currently (World Bank, 
2008); and average years of schooling for adult population increases from 4 in 1990 to 6.6 in 1998 and 7.8 in 2006 
(World Bank, 2008; VLSS, 1998; VHLSS, 2006).  So this should be promising terrain for a study linking fertility and 
education investment.  Second, the private-school system is virtually non-existent, so household financial investment in 
education shows up in tutoring expenditures, rather than in moving children to private schools.  As a result, the 
prevalence of tutoring is quite high.  Third, Vietnam has rich panel household data, with matched surveys in 2002, 2004, 
and 2006, and we were able to survey a subset of those panel households. 



 
Empirical methodology 
Our empirical approach includes three sections.  In each case, we first test for multivariate 
correlations between family size and the education-related dependent variable, and then instrument 
for family size.    
 
1. Impacts of family size on school enrolment and tutoring use 
Question:  Is a smaller number of children in the family associated with more enrolment and higher 
levels of tutoring use? 
 
 
 
 
where the dependent variable Eij is a variable indicating 3 states: 1 if enroll in school, 2 if enroll 
without tutoring, 3 if enroll with tutoring; Zij is a vector of child, household, community and school 
characteristics; and there are household random effects vi.  We first estimate this using actual family 
size, then run an IV ordered probit model instrumenting for family size.  
 
2.  Impacts of family size on intensity of tutoring use (conditional on school enrolment) 
Question:  Is a smaller number of children in the family associated with higher levels of tutoring use 
(conditional on school enrolment)?  Here, we estimate the following equation,  
 
 
 

 
 
where the dependent variable Tij is the time or expenditure spent on tutoring for child j in household 
i; Zij is a vector of child, household, community and school characteristics; and there are household 
random effects vi.  We first estimate this using actual family size, then run an IV tobit model 
instrumenting for family size.  
 
3.  Impacts of family size on learning outcomes (conditional on school enrolment) 
Question:  Is a smaller number of children in the family associated with better academic 
achievement (conditional on school enrolment)? 
 
 
 
 
where the dependent variable Aij can be GPA or test score; Zij is a vector of child, household, 
community and school characteristics; and there are household random effects vi.  We first estimate 
this using actual family size, then run an IV model instrumenting for family size. 
 
We have just begun to implement this empirical strategy on the data we collected, and therefore we 
do not have results to report yet.  However, Table 1 presents some preliminary first-stage 
regressions in which we regress the number of children in the household (in various age ranges) on 
some potential instruments.  These results suggest to us that our IV strategy may bear fruit:  the 
proposed instruments have the expected relationship with family size and fertility, and the 
relationship remains strong even with control variables included.   
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Table 1: First-stage regressions of family size on the potential instruments

Age 0-14 Age 0-18 Age 0-14 Age 0-18 Age 0-14 Age 0-18
OLS OLS OLS OLS FE FE
(1) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6)

Number of parents' siblings 0.033** 0.064*** 0.050*** 0.081*** 0.036* 0.070***
(2.05) (3.58) (3.00) (4.32) (1.71) (3.03)

N 1187 1187 926 926 926 926

Parental birth order 0.104*** 0.106*** 0.109*** 0.117*** 0.117*** 0.135***
(5.80) (5.34) (5.96) (5.83) (5.14) (5.14)

N 1187 1187 926 926 926 926

Existence of family planning 
center in the commune

-0.046* -0.090***

(-1.74) (-3.06)
N 8019 8019

Distance to nearest family 
planning center (in minutes)

0.001*** 0.002***

(7.69) (8.58)
N 7814 7814

Number of years the family 
planning center in operation

-0.004* -0.005*

(-1.86) (-1.95)
N 3201 3201
Control variables No No Yes Yes Yes Yes
Commune fixed-effects No No No No Yes Yes
Note: 1. *p< .1, **p<0.05,  ***p<0.01; robust t statistics in parentheses
2. Control variables include grandparents' educational levels, log of real household expenditure per capita, 
and a dummy variable indicating whether the household is living in an urban area.
3. Each cell represents a separate regression.

Dependent variable: Number of children 
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